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We present fully atomistic molecular dynamics simulations for a realistic model of a glass-forming polymer:
polyisoprene. The simulations are carried out at 363 K and extend until 20 ns. We calculate the self-part of the
Van Hove correlation functionGs(r ,t), the mean-squared displacement^r
2(t)&, the second-order non-
Gaussian parametera2(t), and the incoherent intermediate scattering functionFs(Q,t) for the main chain
protons. In addition, we also calculate the density-density correlation functionF(Q,t)/F(Q,0) and the second-
order autocorrelation functionM2(t) for different C-H bonds of the main chain.a2(t) shows a broad maxi-
mum centered at a timet* '4 ps, which corresponds to the intermediate region of^r 2(t)& between micro-
scopic dynamics and sublinear diffusion. The analysis ofFs(Q,t), F(Q,t)/F(Q,0), andM2(t) focuses on the
second slow step which is associated to thea relaxation. Following the usual experimental procedure this
decay is described in terms of a Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts~KWW! function: A exp@2(t/t)b#. In theQ range
below Qmax, whereQmax is the value at which the static structure factor shows its first maximum, theQ
dependence of the KWW relaxation time ofFs(Q,t) follows a law t;Q
22/b. This kind of Q dependence
corresponds to a Gaussian behavior ofGs(r ,t) andFs(Q,t). This law has been experimentally found in thisQ
range for different polymers. In the higherQ range—not easily accessible experimentally—strong deviations
from the Gaussian behavior manifest. This crossover from Gaussian to non-Gaussian behavior can be under-
stood in the framework of the mode coupling theory as well as in terms of a crossover from homogeneous to
heterogeneous dynamics. This last interpretation opens a possible way of rationalizing the apparent contradic-
tion between the neutron scattering and relaxation techniques results concerning dynamical heterogeneity of
the a relaxation.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.65.041804 PACS number~s!: 36.20.2r, 83.10.Rs, 64.70.Pfv
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s-I. INTRODUCTION
The understanding of how atoms or molecules mo
within a supercooled liquid and the way this liquid becom
a glass—the glass transition—is still one of the main ch
lenges in the field of condensed matter. Nowadays there i
increasing interest in the so-called ‘‘dynamical heteroge
ity’’ of the main dynamical process in supercooled liquid
the a relaxation. Computer simulations~ ee@1–5# as repre-
sentative references! as well as several experimental tec
niques @6# have provided different evidences of heterog
neous behavior. Dynamical heterogeneities have also b
directly observed in colloidal models of glass-forming sy
tems@7#. Moreover, the heterogeneous dynamics in polym
films of poly~methylacrylate! near their glass-transition tem
perature has recently been proved by means of sin
molecule spectroscopy@8#. Many different theoretical con
cepts of dynamical heterogeneity are usually invoked@9#.
However, from a general point of view, a system is cons
ered as dynamically heterogeneous if a dynamically dis
guishable subensemble~ .g., ‘‘fast’’ or ‘‘slow’’ particles! can
be isolated by computer simulation or experiment. Compu
simulations of model systems@3,5#, as well as the experi
ments in colloidal systems mentioned above, show that
*Email address: wapcolej@sc.ehu.es1063-651X/2002/65~4!/041804~12!/$20.00 65 0418e
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most mobile particles are spatially correlated and move
operatively along ‘‘stringlike paths.’’ Recent neutron scatt
ing ~NS! results in a fragile glass, Ca0.4K 0.6~NO 3!1.4 also
seem to suggest this interpretation@10#. Dynamical hetero-
geneity is often discussed in terms of the self-part of the V
Hove correlation functionGs(r ,t) @2–4,7#. This function
gives the probability distribution of the position of an ato
at time t relative to its position at 50. In the case of a
simple atomic diffusion, a Gaussian distribution is obtain
However, deviations ofGs(r ,t) from the Gaussian form can
be expected in the case of more complex dynamic proce
as, for instance, a heterogeneous dynamics.Gs(r ,t) can eas-
ily be evaluated in a computer simulation ‘‘experimen
where the atomic trajectories are directly recorded. Stro
deviations from the Gaussian behavior, which depend
temperature, have been reported for simple model liqu
~see, for example,@2#!. Similar results have also been re
cently reported for colloidal models of supercooled liqui
whereGs(r ,t) can be experimentally calculated@7#. These
deviations have been interpreted in terms of a heterogen
dynamic behavior of the slow atomic motions that give r
to the a relaxation. In the case of real atomic or molecu
glass-forming systems,Gs(r ,t) is not experimentally acces
sible. The only experimental way to obtain information abo
the Gaussian behavior is through the momentum transfeQ
dependence of the so-called intermediate incoherent sca
ing functionFs(Q,t), which is defined as the Fourier tran©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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J. COLMENERO, F. ALVAREZ, AND A. ARBE PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 041804form of Gs(r ,t). Because theQ range accessed by NS stu
ies is too small to perform an inverse Fourier transform
space coordinates to deriveGs(r ,t) unambiguously, the va
lidity of the Gaussian approximation is checked by study
the Q dependence ofFs(Q,t). This has been extensivel
investigated in thea-relaxation regime of glass-formin
polymer systems@11–16#. NS results of many different poly
mers@11–13# show that in the time andQ range where thea
relaxation is observed by these techniques~typically: 5 ps
&t&2 ns; 0.2&Q&1.5 Å21! Fs(Q,t) shows an approxi-
mate Gaussian behavior. These results are, in principle
disagreement with those obtained by other techniques
4D-NMR or selective photobleaching of probe molecu
@6#. However, we have to point out that the time/frequen
range usually explored by these techniques—and thereby
temperature range—is rather different from that access
by neutron scattering. Why does dynamical heterogeneity
seem to be visible for NS in glass-forming polymers? H
can results from different techniques be compared? Is th
any characteristic time for the dynamical heterogeneity
these systems? And, if so, how does it compare with
a-relaxation times? Computer simulations are unique te
niques to shed new light onto these questions because
only Gs(r ,t) and Fs(Q,t), but also other different correla
tors can be computed from the atomic trajectories. Moreo
the Q range available can be extended beyond the ac
possibilities of experimental neutron scattering techniqu
However, in spite of these possibilities, theQ dependence o
Fs(Q,t) has only been explored in a reduced number
molecular dynamics~MD! simulations studies on Lennard
Jones liquids@17#, and water@18#, and most of the reported
works only deal with the temperature dependence ofFs(Q,t)
at theQ value of the first maximum of the static structu
factor S(Q) ~see, for example,@2#!. In the case of polymer
systems, theQ dependence ofFs(Q,t) has been previously
investigated for a simple ‘‘bead-spring’’ model of a polym
melt @19,20# and for a ‘‘united atom’’ model as well@21#.
Although the main focus of these papers was to check
mode-coupling theory, deviations from the Gaussian beh
ior of Fs(Q,t) were also reported in both cases.
With these ideas in mind, we have carried out a fu
atomistic molecular dynamics simulation in a realistic mo
of polyisoprene~PI!. Our results show that there is a cros
over from Gaussian to non-Gaussian behavior of thea r lax-
ation, which takes place in theQ range of the first maximum
of the static structure factorS(Q). The microscopic origin of
such a crossover and its possible relationship with the ab
mentioned apparent contradiction between NS and relaxa
techniques is discussed.
II. SIMULATION METHOD
A. Model and simulation
The simulations were carried out by using theINSIGHT
~INSIGHT II 4.0.0 P version! and the Discover-3 module from
Molecular Simulations Inc. with the Polymer Consortiu
Force Field@22#. Most parameters of this field were derive
based onab initio data using a least-squared-fit techniq04180o
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developed by Hagler and co-workers@22#. The functional
form includes terms that can be divided into tw
categories—valence terms including diagonal and o
diagonal cross-coupling terms and nonbonded interact
terms. The valence terms represent internal coordinate
the bond, angle, torsion angle, and out of plane angle,
the cross-coupling terms include combinations of two
three internal coordinates. The cross-coupling terms are
portant for predicting vibration frequencies and structu
variations associated with conformational changes. The a
lytical expression employs quartic polynomials for bo
stretching and angle bending and a three-term Fourier ex
sion for torsions. The nonbonded interaction terms includ
Coulombic function for the electrostatic interaction and
Lennard-Jones 9-6 potential function rather than the m
customary Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential for the van
Waals term. More information about this kind of force field
including the complete analytical expression for the fun
tional form, can be found in @22,23#. The model
system was built by means of the well-known amo
phous cell protocol, which was proposed for the first tim
by Theodorou and Suter@24#. In this work, a cubic cell
containing one polymer chain of 100 monomer un
@uCH2uCHvC(CH3)uCH2u#100 was constructed a
363 K and a density (r50.869 g/cm3), which was extrapo-
lated to 363 K from the available experimental data@25#.
Such a density leads to a cell dimension of 23.53 Å of si
Periodic boundary conditions were assumed in order
model the bulk system. Standard minimization procedu
~Polak-Ribiere conjugate gradients method! were followed in
order to minimize the so-obtained energy structure, an
subsequent dynamics was run for 1 ns in order to equilib
the sample. The chosen temperature is high enough to a
local structural equilibration of the sample in this time@26#.
The system obtained in this way was used as a starting p
for collecting data every 0.01 ps during a MD run of 1 ns.
integration method we have used the velocity-Verlet alg
rithm with a time step of 1 fs. The simulations were carri
out in the constant number of atoms, volume, and temp
ture ~NVT! ensemble. However, instead of a re
temperature-bath coupling~Nosé-Hoover or Berendsen ther
mostats, for instance! in order to control the temperature w
have followed a rather crude velocity scaling procedure
with a wide temperature window of 10 K. In these cond
tions, greater temperature fluctuations are allowed but
trajectory is disturbed less. In fact, we have checked tha
following this simple procedure we obtain results similar
those obtained with a constant number of atoms, volume,
energy ~NVE! ensemble, which has the proper Newtoni
dynamics~see Sec. III!. Moreover, it is worth noting that in a
previous work@27# we checked that the temperature cont
method used in this work also gives a vibrational density
states similar to that obtained by using the Nose´-Hoover
thermostat in this kind of polyisoprene models. After the fi
1-ns MD run, two more successive runs of 2 and 20 ns w
carried out, collecting data every 0.05 and 2 ps, respectiv
As it will be shown in Sec. III, nearly indistinguishable re
sults were obtained from the different simulation runs. Th
no signature of any aging process was observed during4-2
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SELF-MOTION AND THE a RELAXATION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 041804successive runs confirming local equilibration of the samp
In addition, a different cell was also constructed by the sa
protocol and equilibration procedure but starting from a d
ferent conformation of the parent chain. The results obtai
for the dynamic magnitudes, as e.g.,Fs(Q,t), were similar
to those obtained with the first cell within the estimated u
certainties~see the Results!. Finally, in order to compare the
structure and vibrational properties of our simulation cell
actual neutron scattering data~see Sec. II B! the system was
suddenly quenched to the glassy state at a temperature o
K, similar to the temperature at which the reported neut
scattering measurements were carried out. The density o
system was then adjusted to the estimated value at 10
(r50.976 g/cm3) by changing the cubic cell edge to 22.6
Å and correspondingly scaling all atomic coordinates. Afte
minimization procedure similar to that used at 363 K, a d
namic run of 10 ns was carried out in order to accommod
the change in density.
B. Validation
For an amorphous system the structural information
contained in the so-called radial distribution function or in
Fourier transform counterpart: the static structure fac
S(Q). In the case of amorphous polymersS(Q) can be mea-
sured by neutron diffraction using a fully deuterated samp
i.e., a sample where all hydrogens are replaced by deute
The coherent differential cross sectiondscoh/dV measured
by neutron scattering can be defined for an isotropic sam
and taking the orientational averaging as@28#
I coh~Q!5
dscoh
dV
5
1
N (i , j 51
N
^bi&^bj&
sin~Qri j !
Qri j
, ~1!
where the^bi& stand for the nuclear scattering lengths f
neutrons andN is the number of atoms@the cross sections
like scoh are given in units of barns/atom, andI coh(Q) is in
units of barns/~sr atom!, 1 barn510228 m2]. The scattering
lengths of carbon and deuteron atoms are very sim
~^bc&50.6648310
214 and^bD&50.6674310
214 m! thereby
these two atoms become almost indistinguishable for n
trons. In this context, the coherent intensity measured res
to be just proportional to the static structure factorS(Q).
However, what it is usually measured in a neutron diffract
experiment is the total differential scattering cross sect
given by
I ~Q!5
ds
dV
5
dscoh
dV
1
ds inc
dV
, ~2!
whereds inc /dV is aQ-independent incoherent term define
as
I inc5
ds inc
dV
5
1
N (i 51
N
~^bi
2&2^bi&
2!5
s inc
4p
. ~3!
For a fully deuterated sample of PI, the value ofI inc is 0.10
~barns/sr atom!.04180.
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Starting from the atomic coordinates of our simulati
runs at 363 K, we have calculatedI (Q) by means of expres
sions~1!–~3! and averaging it for a large number of fram
throughout the atomic trajectories. The result obtained
shown in Fig. 1. It is essentially the same result that w
previously reported in Ref.@29# ~see Fig. 2 of that reference!.
In that paper, theI (Q) obtained from MD simulations at 363
K was compared with the experimentalI (Q) measured by
neutron diffraction and reported in Ref.@30#, which is also
included here in Fig. 1. The conclusion of such comparis
was that although the shape of the experimentalI (Q) is
qualitatively reproduced by the simulation data, there is
clear disagreement concerning the relative intensities of
first and the second peak~see Fig. 1!. Various possibilities
for this discrepancy were outlined in Ref.@29#, in particular,
the different microstructure of the simulated and actual
However, it is worth remarking that neutron scattering me
surements ofI (Q) in polymers are usually carried out at lo
temperatures~10–100 K! well below the glass transition in
order to minimize the Debye-Waller factor influence and
elasticity effects. Therefore, in order to properly compa
simulation and neutron data ofI (Q) and to see to what ex
tent the above-mentioned discrepancy is due to the temp
ture, we have ‘‘quenched’’ our simulation cell toT'100 K
following the procedure described above. The results
tained forI (Q) at 100 K are also shown in Fig. 1. Now th
agreement between the experimental and simulation da
quite good even taking into account the possible nonequ
rium effects of the quenched cell at 100 K and other exp
mental uncertainties as multiple scattering and inelasti
effects. It is worth remarking that theQ-range included in
our comparison corresponds to both intermacromolec
and intramacromolecular correlations in polymer system
While the first two peaks ofI (Q) are mainly dominated by
intermacromolecular correlations, the third one atQ
53 Å21 is a common feature of all polymers and i
Q-position does not change with temperature, thereby s
gesting a pure intramacromolecular origin@31#. Therefore,
from these results we can conclude that the intermacro
lecular and intramacromolecular structure obtained in
simulation cell constitutes a quite reasonable mimic of
actual structure of PI within the limitations of the simulatio
FIG. 1. Total differential scattering cross section obtained fo
fully deuterated sample by neutron diffraction at 100 K~s! @30#
and calculated from our simulations at the same temperature~solid
line! and 363 K~dashed-dotted line!.4-3
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J. COLMENERO, F. ALVAREZ, AND A. ARBE PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 041804method used. Although a complete structural characteriza
of the simulation cell is beyond the aim of this paper and
will be published elsewhere, we can anticipate that ther
also a good agreement between the calculated partial s
structure factors—corresponding to different partially deut
ated PI samples—and those measured in real sample
means of neutron scattering with polarization analysis~D7
instrument, ILL, Grenoble, France!. Some preliminary re-
sults can be found in Ref.@32#.
In addition to the structural features, and taking advant
of the ‘‘quenched’’ cell, we can also check whether the for
field used in the simulations reproduces the main vibratio
properties of PI at a low temperature. The vibrational den
of states@VDOS, Z(E)# can be evaluated from inelastic ne
tron scattering measurements by applying the incohe
Gaussian approximation@33#. Due to the high value of the
incoherent scattering cross section of the hydrogen~80.27
barns! as compared to its coherent cross section~1.76 barns!
and to the cross sections of other typical nuclei in polym
~carbon, oxygen, deuterium, etc.!, the VDOS obtained from
inelastic neutron scattering measurements in polymers co
sponds to the subset of hydrogens in the sample~hydrogen
weighted VDOS!. In Ref. @33# the VDOS corresponding to
two partially deuterated PI samples~PId3 and PId5! were
evaluated from neutron scattering results. They are re
duced in Fig. 2. These two VDOS correspond to the vib
tional properties of methyl group hydrogens in the case
PId5 sample~where the hydrogens of the main chain ha
been replaced by deuterons! and to the main chain hydroge
vibrations in the case of PId3 sample~where the hydrogens
of the methyl groups have been replaced by deutero!.
From the MD simulation results the vibrational density
states can be calculated in general as the spectral dens
the velocity autocorrelation function@34#
Z~E!}E
2`
1`
e2 iEt^nW ~0!nW ~ t !&dt, ~4!
where the velocity autocorrelation function is calculated
terms of the velocity autocorrelation function of each ato
as
^nW ~0!nW ~ t !&5
1
N (i 51
N
^nW i~0!nW i~ t !& ~5!
andN is the number of atoms considered in the calculatio
This approach has already been used to characterize th
brational properties of different molecular crystals~see, e.g.,
Ref. @35#!. By means of this procedure we have compu
Z(E) from the atomic trajectories of the hydrogens cor
sponding to the ‘‘quenched’’ cell atT'100 K. In order to
compare our results with the experimental ones, we h
used in our calculations either the methyl group hydrog
~corresponding to the PId5 sample! or the main chain hydro-
gens ~corresponding to the PId3 sample!. The results ob-
tained in both cases are shown in Fig. 2. As can be s
there is a good agreement between the simulation and ex
mental data at least in the energy range (E<40 meV) where
experimental data are available. This again validates04180n
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MD-simulation method and the force field used as well. O
the other hand, the calculatedZ(E) from MD simulations
also shows other maxima at higher energies, which canno
directly compared with inelastic neutron scattering resu
However, although quantum effects certainly affect the hig
energy range ofZ(E), the energies of the above-mentione
maxima roughly correspond to those of the different infrar
bands reported for PI~see, for example, Ref.@25#!.
In addition to the structural and high frequency dynami
aspects discussed above, the simulated slow segmenta
namics, which will be described in the Results section, a
reproduces the main experimental features measured by
tron scattering. The reasonable agreement found gives
confidence that those results obtained from simulati
which are not easily accessible by the current experime
techniques, are also reasonably realistic. This is in fact
ultimate goal of any simulation exercise: once a realistic s
tem is simulated, take advantage of it to go beyond the
perimental possibilities.
III. RESULTS
From the atomic trajectories obtained in the simulatio
we have calculated the self-part of the Van Hove correlat
FIG. 2. Vibrational density of states of the methyl group hydr
gens ~a! and main chain hydrogens~b! as obtained for PI from
inelastic neutron scattering measurements~s! and from our MD
simulations~solid lines!. The arrows show the energy of some i
frared bands.4-4
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SELF-MOTION AND THE a RELAXATION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 041804function. Assuming isotropic behavior, this function is giv
by
Gs~r ,t !5
1
N K (i 51
N
d@r 2urW i~ t !2rW i~0!u#L , ~6!
wherer is the radial distance from a given particle,N is the
number of particles, andrW i is the position vector of thei th
particle. The angular brackets denote canonical averag
Gs(r ,t) is directly related to the incoherent scattering fun
tion measured by NS@28#. In the case of polymers, and du
to the scattering cross-section values of the different ato
the NS is dominated by the self-motions of the protons@28#.
Therefore, since we want to connect with NS results,
have calculated, first of all,Gs(r ,t) from the proton trajec-
tories. Moreover, in order to avoid the ‘‘contamination’’ from
the fast rotational motion of methyl side groups@36#, only
main chain protons were considered in the calculations.
In the simplest case, the self-part of the Van Hove cor
lation function can be approximated by a Gaussian funct
Gs
gauss~r ,t !5Fa~ t !p G
3/2
exp@2a~ t !r 2#. ~7!
This form holds rigorously for an ideal gas, for a harmon
crystal and for a system where the motion of the atoms
governed by Langevin’s equation. It also holds in any c
for t→0, because, under such conditions, the atoms beh
as if they were free. However, in more complicated syste
at longer times deviations from Eq.~7! can be found. These
deviations can be quantified in a first approximation by
so-called second-order non-Gaussian parametera2(t) @37#
a2~ t !5
3
5
^r 4~ t !&
^r 2~ t !&2
21 ~8!
with the even moments ofGs(r ,t) given by
^r 2n~ t !&5E
0
`
r 2n4pr 2Gs~r ,t !dr. ~9!
If Gs(r ,t) is strictly Gaussian,a2(t) is zero and^r
2(t)&
53/@2a(t)#.
The results obtained for the mean-squared displacem
^r 2(t)& and fora2(t) are shown in Fig. 3~a!. ^r
2(t)& displays
three typical dynamic ranges:~i! a microscopic regime unti
about 0.8–1 ps;~ii ! a crossover regime until about 10 ps; a
~iii ! a sublinear time dependence that extends until the l
of our simulations~20 ns!. a2(t) has a double peak structur
where the short-time maximum corresponds to the mic
scopic regime of̂ r 2(t)& and the other is centered in th
crossover regime of̂r 2(t)&. The short-time regime of both
^r 2(t)& anda2(t) strongly depends on the kind of atom co
sidered. This implies that the short-time behavior obser
has to be very different in a realistic polymer and in a sim
model liquid. For instance, the short-time peak ofa2(t) al-
most vanishes whena2(t) is calculated from the trajectorie
of the main-chain carbons instead of main-chain protons@see
Fig. 3~a!#. This indicates that this peak is related to the f04180g.
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librational motions of C-H bonds and explains why it is n
observed in simple model systems as ‘‘bead-spring’’
‘‘united-atom’’ polymer models. However, the second pe
of a2(t) shows a similar behavior to that observed in co
puter simulations of simple Lennard-Jones systems@2# or in
the experiments with colloidal glass-forming systems@7#. It
shows a maximum at a timet* '4 ps centered in the cross
over regime of ^r 2(t)&. Once the sublinear behavior o
^r 2(t)& is well established,a2(t) decreases to its long-tim
limit, zero. Moreover, this second peak is also present in
a2(t) corresponding to main-chain carbons, i.e., it is n
related to any additional C-H bond motion. The appar
shift of the main peak ofa2(t) for protons with respect to
carbons may be due to the superposition of C-H bond lib
tions and carbonlike motions. When atoms~protons in this
case! are participating simultaneously in different dynamic
processes, the resulting non-Gaussian parameter is no
simple addition of thosea2(t) corresponding to the pro
cesses involved, but is given by a more complicated exp
FIG. 3. ~a! Time evolution of the mean-squared displaceme
^r 2& ~d! at 363 K and the non-Gaussian parametera2 at 363 K~s!
and 513 K~3! of the main chain protons. Thea2 values obtained
for these protons at 363 K by using the NVE ensemble are a
shown~1!. The vertical arrow marks the location of the maximu
of a2 , that is, oft* . The shadowed area covers the time range
the full width at half maximum~FWHM! of the main peak ofa2 .
The hatched area shows the values for the non-Gaussian para
estimated from NS experiments on PI at 340 K. The values of
non-Gaussian parameter calculated for the main chain carbon
363 K are also plotted~n!. ~b! Incoherent intermediate scatterin
function atQ50.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0 Å21 ~sym-
bols! from top to bottom, obtained for the main chain protons of
at 363 K and 513 K and 1.0 Å21 ~dashed line!. Solid lines are the
curves corresponding to the fit of the data att>5 ps with Eq.~12!
andb50.40. The shadowed area has the same meaning as in~ !.4-5
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J. COLMENERO, F. ALVAREZ, AND A. ARBE PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 041804sion @14,36#. Since thisa2 peak is rather broad, we hav
characterized it not only byt* , but also by the full width at
half maximum~FWHM!. This time regime is represented b
the shaded area in Fig. 3. The hatched area in the upper
of this figure shows for comparison thea2 values estimated
by means of the procedure described in@14# from NS data of
PI at 340 K. As can be seen, an accurate determinatio
a2(t) from experimental data is rather difficult~see@14# and
@15# for a detailed discussion about this question!.
From the calculatedGs(r ,t) we have computed the sel
correlation functionFs(Q,t) as
Fs~Q,t !5E
0
`
4pr 2Gs~r ,t !
sin~Qr !
Qr
dr. ~10!
This corresponds to the incoherent intermediate scatte
function measured by quasielastic NS techniques in pr
nated polymer samples. Let us remember that if the Gaus
approximation is fulfilled the self-correlation function is e
pressed just in terms of the mean-squared displacement
Fs
gauss~Q,t !5expS 2 ^r 2~ t !&6 Q2D . ~11!
The results obtained for our polymer are plotted in Fig. 3~b!
for different Q values.Fs(Q,t) exhibits the two-step decay
which is characteristic of glass-forming supercooled liqu
in general. This two-step feature is not present whenFs(Q,t)
is calculated at a very high temperature~'513 K! where the
system behaves as a simple ‘‘polymer liquid’’@see Fig. 3~b!#.
In this case, the second peak ofa2(t) also vanishes@see Fig.
3~a!# suggesting that this peak is a main signature of sup
cooled liquid dynamics. Here we will focus on the slow
decay ofFs(Q,t) usually known as thea relaxation. We can
immediately see that in the lowQ range, the time range
where a2 has significant values~FWHM! only covers the
initial part of the slow decay ofFs(Q,t). However, asQ
increases, this time range starts to cover almost comple
the slow decay. Thereby, even without any analysis,
should expect a different influence of the non-Gauss
events on the decay of the correlations in the time reg
close to its characteristic time scale depending on theQ
value.
Before analyzing the slow decay ofFs(Q,t), we will
comment on the main uncertainties affecting the calcula
Fs(Q,t). The accuracy of the calculated values ofFs(Q,t) at
longer times, close to the limit of the MD-simulation ru
t run, depends on the number of time origins that are availa
for calculating the ensemble average of the Van Hove co
lation function. Thus, the uncertainties increase with
value of the timet at which the function is calculated~see,
e.g.,@38# as a general reference!. Figure 4~a! shows for two
representativeQ values the intermediate scattering functi
corresponding to three successive dynamic runs of diffe
duration: t run51, 2, and 20 ns. We can realize that, for e
ample, the points calculated from the 2 ns run in the ti
ranget&t run slightly deviate from the corresponding poin
calculated from the 20 ns run. However, apart from this t
dency, which can be understood in terms of the inher04180art
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uncertainties of the calculation, the points corresponding
the three runs nicely superimpose, indicating that there is
any signature of aging processes. This confirms the lo
equilibrium state of our sample in the meaning that t
density-density correlation function at the intermacromole
lar level ~structurala relaxation! decays to zero within our
simulation time window~see Ref.@26#!. However, it is likely
that this time does not allow the long-length scale conform
tional properties to equilibrate. This is evident in the beha
ior of ^r 2(t)& shown in Fig. 3~a!. The value of̂ r 2(t)& at the
limiting time of our simulations is of the order ofd2, where
FIG. 4. Incoherent intermediate scattering function of the m
chain protons at the differentQ values indicated. In~a! results ob-
tained from different successive simulation runs of the same cell
shown. In ~b! the curves correspond to two different cells wi
ifferent initial conformations of the parent chain. Each symb
corresponds to one of the cells.~c! displays results obtained b
using the NVT~s! and the NVE~3! ensemble.4-6
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SELF-MOTION AND THE a RELAXATION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 041804d;5 Å is the average intermacromolecular chain dista
defined asd52p/Qmax @Qmax is theQ value at whichS(Q)
shows the first maximum#. According to the results describe
in Ref. @39#, this implies that the sublinear behavior
^r 2(t)& observed from about 10 ps to the limit of our sim
lations, actually corresponds to the small-scale motions
volved in thea relaxation. A full equilibration of the large
scales would give rise to a long-time linear behavior
^r 2(t)& corresponding to the diffusion of the chain center
mass. This could only be observed in a fully atomistic sim
lation at a very high—unrealistic—temperature or by sim
lating very short chains. Thereby, we can consider that in
sample the large-scale conformational fluctuations are fro
out during the simulation runs. Although this can, in pri
ciple, mean a potentially serious problem of ergodicity, it
likely that thea relaxation is mainly controlled by the pack
ing density and the intermolecular structure rather than
large-scale conformational properties. For instance, in R
@29,40# it is reported that chain dimension seems to be no
critical parameter for local segmental dynamics~a relax-
ation! in a polyisoprene model similar to that used in th
work. With respect to this and as an example, we show
Fig. 4~b! the Fs(Q,t) obtained at three differentQ values
from similar dynamic runs (t run52 ns) but in two different
cells, which were constructed starting from a different co
formation of the parent chain. As can be seen, there is a
good agreement between the two sets of results. Finally
mentioned in the preceding section, we have also chec
whether or not our results depend on the statistical ensem
~NVT! and the temperature control used. To do this we h
carried out an additional 2 ns run starting from the fin
system configuration and temperature obtained at the N
conditions, but in the microcanonical NVE ensemble~which
has the proper Newtonian dynamics!. We have also taken
care that the drift in temperature in this NVE run was ke
less than 1%. The results obtained forFs(Q,t) at differentQ
values are shown in Fig. 4~c! in comparison to the result
obtained in the NVT ensemble. As can be seen, there
very good agreement between the two sets of data. M
over, as it was previously shown in Fig. 3~a!, the a2(t) ob-
tained in the NVE condition also agrees with that obtained
the NVT ensemble.
Now, following the procedure used for analyzing NS da
we have fitted the slow decay ofFs(Q,t) to a Kohlrausch-
Williams-Watts~KWW! or stretched exponential function
Fs~Q,t !5A expF2S tt D
bG , ~12!
whereb is a parameter measuring the deviation from a sin
exponential form (0,b,1) andt a relaxation time, which,
in principle, depends onQ. A is a generalized Lamb
Mössbauer factor~LMF! giving account for the first fast de
cay of Fs(Q,t). The fitting was carried out in the typica
time range covered by neutron backscattering and spin e
techniques~'5 to '20 ns!. In a first fitting,A, t, andb were
taken as free parameters. As can be seen in Fig. 5,b resulted
to be hardly dependent onQ around the value of 0.4, which
is the value ofb usually obtained by NS and spectroscop04180e
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methods in PI@13,30#. This gives additional support to ou
MD simulations. Therefore, in a second fitting stepb was
fixed to 0.4. The resulting fitting curves are plotted in F
3~b!. They describe quite well theFs(Q,t) values in the
fitting time range. TheQ dependence found forA follows a
LMF-like behavior
A5expF2 ^uo2&3 Q2G , ~13!
which gives a value of̂ uo
2&'0.41 Å2, in the range of the
values usually found by NS in polymers in such a tempe
ture range. The obtainedQ dependence oft is shown in Fig.
6. In theQ-rangeQ<1 Å21, t nicely follows the power law
t5aQ22/b, ~14!
wherea is a temperature-dependent prefactor. This kind oQ
dependence has been experimentally observed in se
polymers including PI in a similarQ range @11–13#. This
once again gives support to our simulation and polym
model. Introducing the results obtained for theQ dependen-
cies oft andA @Eqs.~13! and ~14!# in Eq. ~12! one finds
Fs~Q,t !5expS 2 ^uo2&3 Q2DexpF2S taQ22/bD bG
5expH 2F ^uo2&3 1S taD bGQ2J . ~15!
This coincides just with the expression corresponding to
Gaussian approximation forFs(Q,t) @Eq. ~11!#, where we
can identify ^r 2(t)&52^uo
2&16(t/a)b. This implies that in
the Q rangeQ&1 Å21 Gaussian behavior is found for th
dynamics of thea relaxation, without any previous assum
tion on the validity of such an approximation. However, asQ
FIG. 5. Momentum transferQ dependence of the stretching p
rameterb obtained from the fit of the slow decay of the incohere
intermediate scattering function of the main chain protons~s! and
of the density-density correlation function~d! to a KWW @Eq.
~12!#. The values reported for this parameter as obtained by s
troscopic and neutron scattering techniques lie in the shado
area.4-7
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J. COLMENERO, F. ALVAREZ, AND A. ARBE PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 041804increases,t(Q) deviates from the power law given by Eq
~14! and a clear crossover towards an approximateQ22 law
is evident in Fig. 6. This crossover takes place in aQ range
that we will characterize by a crossoverQ, Q* '1.3 Å21.
We note thatQ* lies very much in the range whereS(Q)
shows the first maximum,Qmax. A similar breakdown of the
Gaussian approximation was found in the neighborhood
Qmax in Refs.@19,20#.
The approximate lawt}Q22 found forQ.Q* , together
with the above-mentionedQ dependence ofA @Eq. ~13!#
means a strong deviation ofFs(Q,t) from the Gaussian
form. The crossover from Gaussian to non-Gaussian be
ior at Q* can be understood as a consequence of the in
ence of the non-Gaussian events at the time scalet't(Q).
This is evident in Fig. 6 where we have assigned to eacQ
value the value ofa2 at t5t(Q), a2@t(Q)#. By means of
this representation, we immediately realize that whenQ ap-
proachesQ* , a2@t(Q)# takes significant values. In this rep
resentation,a2@t(Q)# reaches its maximum value at theQ
value ~'3 Å21! at which t(Q)'t* . However, due to the
large width ofa2(t), the crossover from Gaussian to no
Gaussian behavior already takes place whent(Q)'15t* .
IV. DISCUSSION
First of all, it is worth remarking that the crossover d
scribed above takes place in aQ range that is close to th
limit usually explored by incoherent neutron scattering m
surements (Q'1.8 Å21). There, the uncertainties are us
ally higher, since the intensity of the signal is diminished
the Lamb-Mössbauer factor. This could be the reason w
this crossover was never reported, although deviations f
the Q22/b law in the highQ range have already been o
FIG. 6. Momentum transferQ dependence of the characterist
time t(Q) of the a relaxation obtained from the slow decay of th
incoherent intermediate scattering function of the main chain p
tons ~s!. The solid lines through the points show theQ depen-
dences oft(Q) indicated. The estimated error bars are shown
two Q values. TheQ dependence of the value of the non-Gauss
parameter at(Q) is also included~m! as well as the static structur
factor S(Q) on the linear scale in arbitrary units. The horizon
shadowed area marks the range of the characteristic timestNMR .
The values ofta and t* are indicated by the dashed-dotted a
dotted lines, respectively~see the text for the definitions of the tim
scales!. The temperature is 363 K in all cases.04180f
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served in different glass-forming polymers@16,41#. Now
there is a chance to extend theQ range untilQ'5 Å21 by
means of, e.g., the IN13 spectrometer, ILL, Grenob
France. This should allow, in principle, an experimental o
servation of this crossover. However, we have to point
that this is not an easy task. From an experimental poin
view there are many difficulties. For instance, the f
Q-range from about 0.3 to 5 Å21 cannot be covered by on
single spectrometer. Moreover, it is also very difficult to o
serve the second step ofFs(Q,t) centered in the experimen
tal dynamical range at the differentQ values but at the sam
temperature. Finally, the amplitude of this second step
rather low in the highQ regime@see, e.g., Fig. 3~b!#. In spite
of these difficulties, experiments in this direction are no
being planned in PI.
How do the results reported here compare with those p
viously published about MD simulations of polymer sy
tems? As it has already been mentioned in the Introduct
the Q dependence of simulatedFs(Q,t) corresponding to
polymer models has been investigated in recent papers@19–
21#, though such papers were mainly focussed on check
the mode-coupling theory~MCT! @42#. In Ref. @21#, Van Zon
and De Leeuw, using a ‘‘united atom’’ model for a polym
melt, reported a Gaussian behavior ofFs(Q,t) in the low Q
regime (Q,1 Å21). However, although they also reporte
deviations from this behavior for higherQ values, a direct
comparison with our results is not possible because t
found ab value that strongly depends onQ. On the other
hand, theQ dependence of the incoherenta-relaxation time
in a simulated simple polymer model is discussed by Ben
mann, Baschnagel, and Paul@19#. They find a law compat-
ible with t;Q22/b ~Gaussian approximation! for the two
lower Q values investigated as well as a crossover toward
law close tot;Q24/3 for largerQ ~see also Ref.@20#!. The
reported crossover is rather smooth and takes place at a
Q;0.7Qmax whenS(Q) starts to have significant values~see
Fig. 1 of Ref.@19#!. It is worth remarking that this crossove
seems to have a behavior qualitatively similar to that
ported here even though the system used by Bennem
Baschnagel, and Paul is rather simple~‘‘bead-spring’’ model!
and does not consider valence or rotational potentials.
authors of Ref.@19# try to understand this trend in terms o
the MCT, which was the main subject of that paper. In t
high Q limit, where the MCT equations can be analytical
solved, the incoherent scattering functionFs(Q,t) shows a
KWW behavior with the stretching exponentb equal to the
von Schweidler exponentb ~see Ref.@43#!. In this regime,
the expectedQ dependence of the KWW relaxation time
given by the power lawt;Q21/b. The b value (b;0.75)
reported in Refs.@19,20# seems to be in good agreement wi
the law foundt;Q24/3. However, it is worth noting that in
the framework of the MCT theQ dependencet;Q21/b
should be observed in the highQ limit. The authors of Ref.
@19# themselves realized this problem. If we try to consid
this MCT interpretation for the crossover reported in th
paper, the correspondingb value should be of the order o
0.5, which can be reasonable for realistic polymer system
is worth remarking that a KWW functional form forFs(Q,t)
@Eq. ~12!# with b5b and t;Q21/b reads asFs(Q,t)
-
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SELF-MOTION AND THE a RELAXATION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 0418045Aexp@2Qtba(T)#, wherea(T) accounts for the temperatur
dependence oft. TheQ dependence of this equation strong
deviates from that expected in the Gaussian case@se Eq.
~11!#. In fact, the time dependence of the non-Gaussian
rametera2(t) calculated in the framework of the MCT for
hard-sphere system~HSS! @44# shows a qualitatively similar
behavior to that reported here. In the framework of the M
the non-Gaussian behavior is related to the decaging
cesses anda2(t).0 would indicate a more fuzzy cag
boundary. In this framework, we can try to obtain a fi
estimation of the so-called mean characteristic localiza
length r sc from the value of the mean squared displacem
at t* , ^r 2(t* )& while assuming that̂ r 2(t* )&;6r sc
2. This
gives r sc;0.45 Å. Taking into account that the average
termacromolecular chain distanced is given by d
'2p/Qmax(Qmax'1.3 Å
21), we obtain thatr sc;0.094d. It
is worth remarking that this is a similar value as that o
tained for the HSS@44# and for the above-mentioned ‘‘bead
spring’’ polymer model as well@20#. As in these cases, th
value found here forsc also approximately fits to the Linde
mann criterion for melting.
On the other hand, as it has already been mentioned in
Introduction, dynamical heterogeneity of supercooled s
tems is often discussed in terms of the self-part of the V
Hove correlation function or its Fourier counterpartFs(Q,t).
Deviations from the Gaussian behavior, similar to those
ported here, have usually been considered as a signatu
the dynamically heterogeneous behavior~see, e.g.,@2,7#!.
Positivea2(t) suggests that the probability for the particle
move very far is enhanced relative to the one expected f
random-walk process. In the case of Lennard-Jones syst
it was shown by Kobet al. @2# that the number of thes
‘‘faster particles’’ giving rise toa2(t).0 was only in the
range of 5% of all particles in the system. In our case, tak
into account the obtained values ofa2(t), we can estimate a
similar percentage of faster protons in the system. In
framework, the crossover from Gaussian to non-Gaussian
havior atQ* could be interpreted as a crossover from hom
geneous to heterogeneous dynamical behavior. For insta
a possible heterogeneous scenario giving account for the
t;Q22 found atQ.Q* , was already outlined in Ref.@13#
in the simplified case ofA51. It is also worth remarking tha
the behavior found is also compatible, at least qualitativ
with a simple sublinear jump diffusion model resulting fro
jumps with the jumping length distributed@16#. In this
framework, the asymptotic lowQ dependence oft is given
by t}Q22/b implying a Gaussian behavior ofFs(Q,t).
However, in the highQ regime, deviations from thisQ de-
pendence take place~non-Gaussian behavior! due to the in-
trinsic jump-length distribution for the diffusive jumps. F
nite jump lengths tend to cause a bending oft(Q), which is
qualitatively similar to that found in simulations atQ.Q*
~see, e.g., Fig. 1 of Ref.@16#!.
Since the characteristic time scale ofa2(t), t* , corre-
sponds to the decaging region of^r 2(t)&, it is quite reason-
able to think that the non-Gaussian or heterogeneous be
ior is in fact due to slightly different atomic environments f
each particle in this region. This could be of particular r
evance for a complicated system, such as a polymer. Th04180a-
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fore one can expect that the heterogeneous or non-Gau
effects would start to vanish once the particles move to lar
distances and thereby leave the decaging region. In fact,
3~a! shows thata2(t)→0 at aboutt'2 ns, a time for which
^r 2(t)& approaches the square value of the average interm
romolecular distanced52p/Qmax. This might explain in a
natural way why the crossover takes place in the range
Qmax. It is worth noting that this heterogeneous interpre
tion is, in principle, compatible with the MCT approach di
cussed above~see also@44#!. Although a microscopic char
acterization of the effect of the different possible atom
environments in our sample will certainly require much mo
simulation effort~it will be the subject of future work!, we
have calculated here first, as an example, thea2(t) behavior
for three different kind of protons in the monomer of PI. Th
results obtained are shown in Fig. 7 where it is clear t
different protons exhibit differenta2(t) behavior.
Now, in the framework of the homogeneou
heterogeneous interpretation, we can come back to the q
tion: why does the dynamics of thea relaxation seem to be
heterogeneous when it is observed by spectroscopic met
in general and in particular by NMR techniques? To answ
this question we have to know what is the time scale of tha
process as observed by these methods. From the atomic
jectories of our MD-simulation runs we have also comput
as an example, the second-order orientational autocorrela
functionM2(t)5^P2@cosu(t)#&, whereP2 is the second Leg-
endre polynomial andu(t) describes the orientation of
given vector at timet relative to its orientation att50. This
is the correlation function determining the NMR experime
tal observables as, for example, the spin-lattice-relaxa
time T1 measured by
13C NMR. M2(t) was calculated for
the different main chain C-H bonds of PI monomer. T
resulting curves are depicted in Fig. 8. The slow decay
M2(t) is produced by thea relaxation, and the correspond
ing characteristic time scaletNMR is the characteristic time
deduced from NMR results for thea relaxation. In Fig. 8 we
have also includedFs(Q,t) at differentQ values. The direct
comparison of the functions shows thattNMR is in the range
FIG. 7. Time evolution of the non-Gaussian parameter for d
ferent subsystems of hydrogens in the sample: methyl group hy
gens~d!, methylene hydrogens~1!, and ‘‘double bond’’ methine
hydrogens~L!.4-9
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J. COLMENERO, F. ALVAREZ, AND A. ARBE PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 041804of the time scale ofFs(Q,t) at Q'1 – 1.2 Å
21. TheseQ
values lay in the region where the crossover oft(Q) takes
place. This can also be deduced from Fig. 6, where the ra
of time scales observed by NMR,tNMR has been represente
by a shadowed area giving account for the different poss
choices of the C-H bond orientation followed. Thus, we c
expect that the non-Gaussian effects influence to a ce
extent the slow molecular dynamics in such time scales. T
suggests why thea relaxation observed by NMR technique
reveals heterogeneous contributions. It is worth emphasi
that the time scale of thea process, which is probed by othe
relaxation techniques as, for instance, dielectric relaxation
also in this range. Data reported for different polymers sh
that the dielectric relaxation time at high frequency coincid
with the relaxation time corresponding to incoherent N
t(Q), at Q'1 Å21 @45#. On the other hand, since usual
universal behavior for thea process is observed—the tim
scales deduced from different correlators show similar te
perature dependencies—we can expect that the results
tained for the temperature investigated are extensible to o
temperature ranges.
How do the different time scales discuss
@ t* ,t(Q),tNMR ,...# compare with the actual relaxation tim
ta? This characteristic time should be defined as the re
ation time of the dynamic structure factorF(Q,t) at theQ
value Qmax of the first intermolecular maximum ofS(Q)
@S(Q)[F(Q,t50)#. The so-defined time scale has th
meaning of the relaxation time of the slow decay of t
density-density correlation function atQmax. This is the way
the a-relaxation time is defined, for instance, in the fram
work of the mode-coupling theories of the glass transit
@42#. From the atomic trajectories of the simulation run
F(Q,t) can be calculated as the Fourier transform of
total Van Hove correlation function
G~r ,t !5
1
N K (i 51
N
(
j 51
N
d@r 2urW i~ t !2rW j~0!u#L ~16!
FIG. 8. Time decay of different correlation functions.F(t)
means second order orientational correlation function of C-H bo
@3, C-H bond ~a!; rhombs, C-H bond~b!; s, C-H bond ~c!; see
schematic representation of the monomeric unit in the corner
definitions#; the incoherent intermediate scattering function
main chain protons atQ51.0 ~solid line! and 1.2 Å21 ~dashed-
dotted line!.04180ge
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but now considering all the atoms in the simulation cell. B
means of this procedure we have computed the dens
density correlation functionF(Q,t)/F(Q,0) for differentQ
values in the range 0.5<Q<5 Å21. This is the correlation
function measured by neutron-spin-echo~NSE! when a fully
deuterated polymer sample is used. Some of the results
tained are shown in Fig. 9~a! as an example. AsFs(Q,t),
F(Q,t)/F(Q,0) also shows the well-known two-step deca
The second step was also fitted by a KWW function. W
followed a procedure similar to the one described in the R
sults section forFs(Q,t). In a first fitting, the three param
etersA, b, andt, were taken as free.b resulted to be modu-
lated mirroringS(Q) around similar values to those obtaine
in the case ofFs(Q,t) ~see Fig. 5!. Therefore, as in the cas
of Fs(Q,t) and following the usual way of analyzing NS
experimental data, theb value was fixed to 0.4 in a secon
fitting series. As can be seen in Fig. 9~a!, the KWW fitting
curves can describe the slow decay ofF(Q,t)/F(Q,0),
though the deviations from the imposed functional form b
come more evident than for the self-correlation function.
spite of this, it is clear that the time scales can be unamb
ously determined from these fittings. The obtainedQ epen-
dence of the KWW time~we will call it tcoh—coherent—in
s
r
FIG. 9. ~a! Time evolution of the density-density correlatio
function at the differentQ values indicated. The solid lines are fi
results to a KWW.~b! Momentum transfer dependence of the ch
acteristic times of the density-density correlation functiontcoh ~d!
and of the incoherent intermediate scattering function of the m
chain protons~s!. The static structure factorS(Q) is also shown
for comparison~solid line!. Dotted arrows show the position of th
first maximum ofS(Q) and the corresponding value of the chara
teristic time for coherent scattering that is defined as the struct
relaxation timeta .4-10
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SELF-MOTION AND THE a RELAXATION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 041804the following! is shown in Fig. 9~b! together with thet(Q)
corresponding toFs(Q,t). As can be seen,tcoh(Q) is modu-
lated byS(Q) mainly in theQ range of the first intermolecu
lar maximum ofS(Q). A similar behavior has been found i
other systems where theQ dependence of the collective tim
has been studied, e.g., diatomic molecules@46#, water @47#,
and simple polymer models@20#. This modulation can be
understood as a consequence of some kind of ‘‘de Gen
narrowing’’ @48#. In the high Q regime, tcoh(Q) tends to
follow the Q dependence oft(Q) corresponding toFs(Q,t).
Due to the modulation oftcoh(Q), the value of ta
5tcoh(Qmax) is higher than the corresponding value oft(Q)
@ta;6t(Qmax)# and in fact is close to the time scale
Fs(Q,t) at Q'0.85 Å
21. In order to compareta with the
other time scales discussed above, we have plotted it in
6. As can be seen,ta.tNMR.t* . Moreover,ta lies in the
time regime at which the slow dynamics behaves as Ga
ian. Therefore, in the framework of this interpretation of t
crossover found, we can understand why, although being
trinsically heterogeneous, the slow dynamics in gla
forming polymers looks homogeneouslike at the time sc
of the structurala relaxation.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that theQ dependence of the KWW
incoherent relaxation timet;Q22/b, which has been obC
le
N
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D
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er
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served in different glass-forming polymers in the rangeQ
<1 Å21, is nicely reproduced by MD simulations in a full
atomistic model system of polyisoprene. In theQ range of
the first maximum ofS(Q) we have obtained a crossover
a Q dependence close to;Q22. We have shown that this
crossover is a consequence of the effect of the non-Gaus
events at the time scalet(Q). As Q increases,t(Q) ap-
proaches the characteristic timet* of the non-Gaussian pro
cesses andt(Q) deviates from the Gaussian behavior giv
by t;Q22/b. Various possible interpretations of the cros
over from Gaussian to non-Gaussian behavior have been
cussed. The interpretation in terms of an underlying cro
over from homogeneous to heterogeneous dynamics ope
possible way for rationalizing the apparent contradiction
tween neutron scattering and relaxation techniques conc
ing dynamical heterogeneity of thea relaxation. The closer
the time scale of thea process probed by a particular tec
nique is to thet* range, the more sensible this technique is
the heterogeneous dynamics.
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